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DEPARTME;!T • OP THE NAVY
NAVAL AMMUNITION DERIDT




From: Connanding Officer, Naval Aitmunition Depot, Crane, Indiana
To:	 National Aeronautics aad Space administration, Goddard Space Flig.1t
Cel.;.^ (Code 716.2, N.r. T. J. Hennigan), Greenbelt, 'Iaryland 20771
Subj: Monthly Progress Report on National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Space Cell Test Prograai . (4 copies)
Ref:	 (a) NASA Pure,=ease Order U12-397 of 19 January 1567 to NAD Crane
Encl: (1) Explanation of Data
(2) I nfonl;ati on on Active Tests as of 31 October 1969
(3) Infonaation on Completed Tests as of 31 OctoSer 1969
(4) Data Available
1. Tile monbnly status report of the Spacecraft Cell Testir,! procrala acing
done at :1,,D Crane for tie '.ational Aeronautics aau' Space .',d-:iirlistration,
under the direction of Go6dard S?ace Flioii' Center, is submitted in accor-
dance with reference (a). Tiis stai:us report lists the types of cells on
test and weir test parar^ters; and includes t:ose cells wMch nave con;
pl eted tests.
2. Enclosure (1) is an explanation of the symbolic nar:es used for the
infomation on each pad: listed in enclosures (2) and (3).
3. Enclosure (2) contairs inforriation on current testy ; and enclosure (3)
contains that on cells which have cornleted tests.
4. Data avai lade in the form of printed lines, punches; cards, or magnetic
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1. An explanation of the symbolic naves used on line one of enclosures
(2) and (3) follows:
a. TYPE: This stands for the type of cells in the pack. The
following is a list of the syr:bols for the various types of cells.
(1) AGCD: Si 1 ver-Cadmi ism :,011 s .
(2) AGZ,'I:	 Silver-Zinc Cells.
(3) IIICD: Hickel - Cadmium Cells.
(4) PBCA: Lead-Calcium Cells.
(5) PBH+: Lead-acid Cells.
b. AMPHR:	 This stands	 for the ar,pere-hour capacity of the individual 




tested in this prograr: have
ranged in rated capacity from 1.25 to 50 agpere-hours .
l^
c. PEROD:	 This	 is the total	 tir:e (in hours)	 for one charge-discharge
period during automatic cycling. 	 The various	 cycle periods are listed
below with	 the corresponding charge	 and di sciiarne times.
Cycle Period	 Charge Tire	 Discharge Tine










23.0	 hr.	 1.0 hr.
d. DEPTH:	 This is the depth of dischar ge.	 The depth of discharge is
given as a p ercentage of the manufacturer's rated arpere-hour capacity to
be reroved during discharge. 	 The depths of discharge at which cells are
presently being cycled range from 10 to 75 percent.
e. TEhP: This is the ambient ternerature at which the cells undergo
automatic cycling. Tile various ambient tenperatures at which cells are
currently cycling are -20°, 0°, 20°, 25° and 40° C.
l
f. iIAiIFR: This stands for the manufacturer of the cells. The manu-
facturer is represented by one of the following syr-bols:
(1) CD: C&D Batteries.
(2) DI.:	 DeIco- (terry.
Enclosure (1)
i(3) ESP):	 ESB,	 Incorporated.
(4) GE:	 General	 Electric.
(5) G0:	 Gou l d-;lational	 Batteries,	 Inc.
(6) GU:	 Gulton	 Industries,
	
Inc.
(7) MD:	 NicDonnel	 Douglas	 (Pstropo;ier).
'(3) NF:	 NIFE, Jungner of Sweden.
(9) S0:	 Sonotone Corporation.
(10) YD:	 Yardney Electric Corporation.
g.	 SPSY11: This stands
	
for special	 syr^ol .	 These syi-.bols	 are used
to describe special	 types of cells.	 They also indicate ne, , i	 char ge control
methods and devices used during autoratic cycli ng.
(1) AE:	 Auxiliary electrode	 cells.
(2) AE- rE :	 General	 Electric type.
(3) AE-GL':	 Gu1tOn type.
(4) AE-RE:	 Auxiliary electrode and recor.tination electrode.
(5) AE13:	 General	 Electric	 type A013.
(6) AE14:	 General
	 Electric type AG14.
L
(71 CC:	 Cowie rci al 	 ct l l s .
(S) GiSP:	 "Chemsorb" separator.
(9) CL11:	 Coulometer in series with	 cells
	
to effect crrarae control.
(10) CPSP:	 Cellophane separator.'
(11) C3SP:	 C3 separator.
(12) FRS:	 Folded seal, sane type of seal 	 as	 RS below.*
J13) HSAD:	 Hermetically sealed adhydrode.
(14) I11:	 Cells with	 ir. proved material	 and mthods used in construc-
tion.






(16) IIG:	 NIIIJUS cells.
(17) NBPT: iIII .1EUS cells with pressure transducers.
(18) PLSP: Pellon separator.
(19) PS: Polymerized neoprene terminal to cover seal.
(20) PT: Pressure transducer.
(21) RCPSP: Radiated cellophane separator.
(22) RS: Vulcanized neoprene terminal to cover seal.
(23) ST: Stabistors used for charge control of cells.
(24) WISP: .,loven nylon separator.
(25) 2S R: Two-step regulator used for ch arne control of cells.
(26) 3S: Triple seal bet,ieen tenlinals and cover (ceramic
betjeen glass).
h. PACE: This stands for pack identification nu;iber. The nUrIeric
part of the number was assi gned arbitrarily anc is for convenient identi-
ficatior. of the pack. Tile alphabetic character indicates the chrono-
logical order in which the packs were run. That is, pack lA completed
automatic cycling prior to starting pack 10.
i . PRCI-IG: This represents the percent rechar ge. It is tiie charge
folloviing discharge, and is given as a percentage of the ampere-hours
removed on the previous discharge. The percent recharge All range from
100 to 200 percent.
J. CHGCU: This represents the specified charging current in amperes.
k. DISCU: This represents the specified discharging current in
amperes.
1. VOLIM: This is the specified per cell on charge voltage licit.
Cells on test are connected in electrical series. The average cell volt-
age must not exceed this value during charging. The value is given in
volts. Not all batteries on test have a per cell volta ge limit. However,
for those that do, the voltage limits will range from 1.45 to 1.60 volts
per cell for nickel-cadmium cells; and from 1.97 to 2.05 volts per cell
for silver-zinc cells.
m. NUMCP: This is the total number of cells connected in electrical




En. STARTED: This is the date the pack was put on autoratic cycling.
o. CYCLES: This is the number of charge-discharge cycles completed
as of the end of the month by the active packs listed in enclosure (2).
On the inactive packs, enclosure (3), this is the total number of charge-
discharge cycles completed at the time the pack was removed from automatic
cycling.
p. CELLS: This is the total number of cells still on autoi.i-..ic
cycling-at the end of the month.
q. FAILUPES: This gives the total number of cells failed durin g_ the
month.




TYPE AMPHR PER00 DEPTH TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU CISCU VOLIM NUMCP
AGCD 11.0J 24.0 18 00 YO AE-GU 0570 0.25 2.00 1.51
AGCO 8.00 890 25 25 ES8 AE 0316 175 0.50 2.00 1.51
AGCO 5.00 24.0 20 00 YU NONE 1138 NONE 0.30 1.01 1.50
NICD 20.00 3.0 40 25 SO 1PD 046A 20.03 16.07 1.50
NICD 20.00 1.5 25 25 SO IPD 010A 140 7.03 10.03 1.49
NICD 20.00 1.5 25 25 SO IPD 022A 20.00 13.0: 1.50
NICD 20.00 1.5 15 25 GU AE 0196 8.00 6.00
NICD 20.00 1.5 15 00 GU AE OS48 8.00 6.00
NICD 20.00 1.5 25 0/4 GU MULTI 048C 10.00 10.00
NICD 12.00 3.0 25 00 GE NONE 125A
Its
1.38 6.00 1.55
NICD 12.00 3.0 15 00 GE NONE 111A 115 0.83 3.60 1.55
NIGO 12.00 1.5 40 00 GU AE 0718 NONE 6.00 9.60 NONE
NICD 12.00 1.5 25 00 GU AE 070A NONE 4.p0 6.00 NONE
NICD 12.00 1.5 25 00 GU NONE 1016 11 9 3,43 6.00 1.55
NICD 12.00 1.5 25 00 GE NONE 124A 115 3.45 6.00 1.55
NICD 12.00 1.5 15 00 ON NONE 0168 113 2.07 3.60 1.55
NICD 12.00 1.5 15 00 GE NONE 110A 115 2.07 3.60 1-SS
NICD 6900 1.5 25 25 GE AE 0058 3.00 3.00
NICD 6.00 1.5 25 40 GE AE 006C loco 3.OU
RICO 6.00 105 25 40 GE AE 042C 3.00 3.00
NICD 6.00 3.0 25 40 GU CLN 0298 NONE l,Op 3.00 NONE
NICD 6.00 1.5 20 GU Oslo 0.30 0.10
NICD 6.00 105 2S 25 GE AE 0176 1900 3000
NICD 6.00 3.0 25 25 GU CLM 016C NONE 3,0o 3.00 NONE
NICD 6.00 1.5 15 25 GE AE 0260 1.80 1080






0418 NONE 3.00 3.00 NONO	 5 11-18-66 L7990	 4
(D AE-GU 0570 0.25 2900 1.51 5 2-14-68 610 4
:S8 AE 0016 175 0.53 2.00 1.51 5 9- 9-66 3291 4
rU NONE 1138 NONE 0.30 1.03 1.50 5 1-22-67 1010 5
-3^5'^D
30 IPD 046A 20.00 16.07 1.50 10 9-20-67 2
50 IPD 01JA 140 7.00 10.OJ 1.49 10 9-20-67 f6 10
to lo^O^'
50 IPD 022A 20.00 13.0'. 1.50 10 9-20-67 ?}6 :; 1
;U AE 019B 8.00 6.00 5 3-23-68 9361 5
^U AE 0548 8.00 6.00 5 3-23-68 9350 5
;U MULTI 048C 10.00 10.00 6 5-26-69 1704 6
;E NONE 125A 115 1.38 6.00 1.55 5 1- 4-64 16267 5
;E NONE 111A 115 0,43 3.60 1.55 5 1- 4-64 15971 5
;U AE 0716 NONE 6.00 9.60 NONE 5 1- 6-67 15712 4
;U AE 070A NONE 6.00 6.00 NONE 5 2-10-67 15447 5
:U NONE 1018 115 3.45 6.00 1-SS S 12-19-64 27268 4
;E NONE 124A 115 3.45 b.00 1.55 5 1- 4-64 32067 3
;U NONE 0166 115 2007 3.60 1.55 5 2-20-65 26375 5
;E NONE 110A 115 2.07 3.60 1.55 S 1- 4-64 31493 5
;E AE 0058 3.00 3.00 5 5-20-68 7556 5
;E AE 006C 3,p0 3.00 5 6- 6-68 8151 5
,E AE 042C 3^pA 3.00 5 5-20-68 6407 5
.0 CLM 02 c'8 NONE 3,O0 3.00 NONE S 11-18-66 5
fU 0518 0.30 0.10 10 2-27-69 3818 10
1 AE 0178 j^00 3000  5 5-20-64 K40 5
lU CLM 0180 NONE 3.Op 3.00 NONE 5 11-18-66 7975 4









































TYPE AMPHR PER00 DEPTH TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU DISCU VOLIA NUMCP STA1
NICD 6.00 3.0 25 01 GU CLM 0668 NONE 3.00 3.10 NONE 5 11-1
NICO 6.00 105 25 * GU AE 024C NA 3.00 3.00 NONE 5 4-2'
NICO 6000 1.5 25 * GU HSAD 0580 3.00 3.00 5 1-1.
NICD 6.00 1.5 25 00 GU IM 0136 115 1.73 3.00 1.55 5 2-2^
NICD 6.00 1.5 25 00 GE AE 052C 3.00 3.00 5 6-	 1
NICO 6.00 1.5 25 00 GE AE 0508 3.00 3.00 5 3- 21
NICD 6.00 1.5 15 00 GE AE 0538 1680 1080 5 7-1'
NICD 6.00 1.5 is * GU AE 0608 NA 1.80 1.80 NONE 5 4-2!
NICD 6.00 195 15 * GU HSAD 0360 1.80 1.80 5 1-1'
NICD 600 1.5 10 00 GU NONE 0618 110 0.66 1920 1.55 10 6-
NICD 6.40 105 25 * GE AE 0628 3.DO 3.00 5 7- i
NICD 6.00 1.5 25 * GE AE 0658 3.00 3.00 5 7-
NICn 5.60 1.5 25 -20 GU FRS 0446 115 1.61 2.80 1.60 5 1-
NICD 5.6C 1.5 25 -20 GU RS 0328 115 1.61 2.80 1.60 5 1-
NICO 5.60 1.5 25 00 GU RS 090C 115 1.61 2.80 1.55 5 12- 2;
NICD 5.60 1.5 25 00 GU FRS 1008 115 1.61 2.80 1.55 5 1T.-11
NICD 5.00 1.5 25 07 GE NBPT IOTA 110 1,3s 2.5 ,1 1.49 5 6-
NICD 5.00 195 15 25 GE NO 106A 120 0.90 1.50 1.49 5 4-24
NICD 5.03 1.5 15 25 GU NO 120A 120 0.90 1.50 1.49 5 5- e
NICD 5000 1.5 15 00 OE me 103A 110 0.83 1.S0 1949 5 4-21
NICD 5.00 1.5 15 00 GU NB 117A 110 0.83 1.. 1.49 5 5-	 E
NICD 4.00 l.'S 25 25 6U CL 004B 125 1.25 2.00 1.49 5 h 1
NICO 4.00 1.5 25 00 GU C( 1265 115 1,15 2.00 1.55 5 7-2!
NICD 4.00 1.5 is 00 GU cc 1158 115 0.69 1.20 1.55 s- - T-21
NICD 3.90 1.5 25 00 NIFE NONE 097C 107 ^^07 2.00 1.50 5 9-21
N1C0 3* 50 loll 40 120 GU PS 0750 110 1.g4- 2.80 1.56 5 12-24
70i+AOiik p NG")Q1is, I
I INFORMATIGN ACTIVE TESTS
MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU DISCU VOLIM NUMCP STARTED CYCLES CELLS FAILURES
GU CLM 0668 NONE 3.00 3.00 NONE 5 11-18-66 8391 5 0
GU AE 024C NA 3.00 3.00 NONE 5 4-25-67 14610 S 0
s
i GU HSAD 0580 300 3900 5 1-11-6 y 4731 5 0
GU 1M 0138 115 1.73 3.00 1.55 5 2-22-65 26514 4 0
GE AE 052C 3.00 3.00 5 6- 6-68 8142 5 0
! GE AE 0508 3.00 3.00 5 5-20-68 8417 5 0
GE AE 0538 1030 1080 5 7-19-68 7437 4 0
GU AE 06'38 4A 1.80 1.80 NONE 5 4- -25-67 14629 5 0
^GU HSAO 036V 1.80 1080 5 1-11-69 4734 5 0
GU NONE 0618 110 0.66 1920 1.55 10 6- 7-67 13574 10 0
i GE AE 0628 3.00 3.0 0 5 7- 4-68 2316 5 0
i
GE AE 0658 3.00 3.00 5 7- 4-68 7627 5 0
GU FRS 0448 115 1.61 2.80 1.60 5 1- 2-66 21509 4 0
GU RS 0328 115 1.61 2.s 1.60 5 1- 2-66 21391 3 0
GU RS 090C 115 1.61 2.80 1.55 5 12-27-65 21839 4 V
GU FRS 1008 115 1.61 2.80 1.55 5 12-17-65 21726 5 0
GE N8PT 107A 110 1.38 2150 i.49 3 6- 5-65 24839 5 0
GE NE 106A 120 0.90 1.50 1.49 5 4-24-65 25398 4 0
W NO 120A 120 0.90 1.50 1.49 5 5- 2-65 24073 4 0
4E N! 103A 110 0.83 25468 5 01.50 1.49 5 4-24-65
GU NO 117A 110 0.83 1.50 1.49 5 5- 8-65 25038 5 0
GU CC 0048 125 1.25 2.00 1.49 5 8- 4-64 24752 4 0
GU CC 1260 115 1,15 2,00 1.54 5 7-29-64 29763 5 0
^U CC 1158 115 0.69 1.20 1.55 5 7-25-64 29286 5 0
"LIFE NONE 097C 107 1.07 2000 1050 5 9-29-67 11917 5 0J;u Ps 0750 Ito
-1.54  2.80 1.56 5 -24-6612 4 o
^ 1Qi.U0tJ?l 1aA^
6INFORMATION ACTIVE TESTS
TYPE AKPHR PER00 DEPTH TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU DISCU VOLIM NUMCP ST
NICD 3.50 1.5 40 00 GU PS 099C 115 1.61 2.80 1.55 5 12-
NICD 3.50 1.5 25 25 GU PS 087C 125 1.09 1.75 1.49 5 12-
NICD 3.50 1.5 25 -20 GU PS 089C 113 0.96 1.75 1.56 5 12-
NICO 3.50 1.5 25 00 GU PS 122C 115 1.01 1.75 1.55 5 12-
NICD 3.50 1.5 10 00 SO NONE 0158 110 0.39 0.7C 1.55 10 6-
NICD 3.00 1.5 25 00 SO 3S 0314 115 0.96 1.53 1.55 5 6-
NICD 3.00 1.5 15 00 SO 3S 0438 115 0.52 0.90 1.55 5 6-
NICD 1.25 1.5 60 -20 GU NONE 608D NONE 1.00 0.63 NONE S 3-
NICD 1.25 1.5 25 -20 GU NONE 0748 NONE 1.00 0.63 NONE 5 3-
NICD 1.25 1.5 25 00 GU NO'* 1088 NONE 1.25 0.63 NONE 5 3-
?OUDOUt MUM
fINFORMATION ACTIVE TESTS
1NFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU OISCU VOLIM NUMCP STARTED CYCLES CELLS FAILU`.ES
;U PS 099C 115 1.61 2.80 1.55 5 12-24-66 16178 5 0
I PS 0870 125 1.09 1.75 1.49 5 12-23-66 16172 5 0
iU PS 089C 110 0.96 1.75 1.56 5 12-24-66 16095 5 0
:.0 PS 122C 115 x.901 1.75 1.55 5 12-24-66 23174 5 0
iO NONE 0158 110 0.39 0.70 1.55 10 6- 7-67 13641 10 0
W 3S 0318 115 0.96 1.51 1.55 5 6-24-65 23744 4 0	 II
W 3S O43B 115 0.52 0.90 1.55 5 6-24-65 24067 5 0
iU NONE 0680 NONE 1.00 0.63 NONE 5 3- 3-66 19154 4 0
iU NONE 0748 NONE 1.00 0.63 NONE 5 3- 3-66 20363 5 0




*	 THESE CELLS ARE IN AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, WHICH VARIES SINUSO
FROM ZERO TO FORTY DEGREES CENTIGRADE WITHIN A PERIOD OF 48
*	 PACKS 156 AND 618 HAVE RECEIVED 229900 CYCLES AT 10 PERCENT
OF DISCHARGE• AND AT —10 DEGREES CENTIGRADE BEFORE CYCLE ONI
STARTED AT N.A.O. CRANE
MULTI THESE PACKS CONTAIN TWO CELLS WITH THIRD ELECTRODES, A COULI






a-------- - - ----_.-------- '-----------------._._.------------
FOOTNOTE
*	 THESE CELLS ARE IN AMBIENT TEMPERATURE• WHICH VARIES SINUSOIDALLY
FROM ZERO TO FORTY DEGREES CENTIGRADE WITHIN A PERIOD OF 48 HOURS.
*	 PACKS 150 AND 618 HAVE RECEIVED 229400 CYCLES AT 10 PERCEWT DEPTH
OF DISCHARGE• AND AT —10 DEGREES CENTIGRADE BEFORE CYCLE ONE WAS
STARTED AT N.A.O. CRANE
MULTI THESE PACKS CONTAIN TWO CELLS WITH THIRD ELECTRODES• A COULOMETER
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS, AND PRESSURE GAGES
ef
1
INFORMATION ON COMPLETED TESTS
TYPE AMPHR PEROD DEPTH TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU DISCO VOLIM NUMCP STARTE
AGCD 12.00 24.0 50 40 YO NONE 033A NONE 0.60 6.00 1.50 10 2-14-6
AGCO 12.00 24.0 43 40 YO AE-GE 009F NA 0.50 5.20 1.51 5 6-16-6
AGCD 12.CO 24.0 50 00 YO NONE 057A NONE 0.60 6.00 1.50 10 2-14-6
AGCO 12.00 24.0 43 00 YO AE-GE 321D NA 0.50 5.20 1.51 5 6-16-6
ACCO 12.00 1.5 25 25 YO NONE 0628 130 3.90 6.00 1.55 5 1-17-6
AGCD 12.00 1.5 25 -20 YO NONE 0855 130 3.90 6.00 1.60 5 1-19-6
AGCO 12900 1.5 25 00 YD NONE 0978 130 3.90 6.00 1.58 5 1-19-6
AGCD 11.00 24.0 40 25 TO NONE 0216 137 0.30 4.40 1.51 10 11- 5-61
AGCD 11.00 24.0 18 25 YO AE-GU 0696 0.25 2.00 1.51 5 2-14-6
AGCO 11.00 24.0 40 00 YD NOME 0456 157 0.30 4.40 1.51 10 11-	 5-61
AGCD 11.00 8.0 27 25 YO PLSP 021C 117 0.50 3.00 1.51 5 3-28-6'
AGCD 11.00 8.0 27 25 YO MNSP 045C 117 0.50 3.04 1.51 S 3-28-6'
AGCD 11.00 2490 18 40 YO AE-GU 033C 0.25 2.00 1.51 5 2-14-61
AGCD 10.00 6.0 30 ZS YD NONE 0450 117 0.50` 3.00 1.51 S 5- 3-6'
AGCD 5.00 24.0 20 40 YO C3SP 045A NONE 0.30 1.00 1.50 5 9-27-6!
AGCO 5.00 24.0 20 40 TO NONE 1288 NONE 0.30 1.00 1.50 9 1-19-6'
AGCD 5000 24.0 20 25 YO RCPSP 009C NONE 1.00 10.00 1.97 10 10-27-6!
AGCD 5.00 24.0 20 25 TO C3SP 021A NONE 0.30 1.00 1.50 5 9-17-6;
AGCD 5.00 24.0 20 25 YO CPSP 0338 NONE 0.30 1.00 1.49 5 10-17-6!
AGCO 11.00 24.0 20 25 TO lLSP 069A NONE 0.30 1.00 1.50 5 10-27-61.
AGCD 5.00 24.0 20 25 YO NONE 1056 NONE 0.30 1.00 1.50 5 1-12-61





25 YD NONE 116C NONE 0„80 1.00 1.50 5 1-17-61
AM 5.00 24.0 20 - - 00 V9 CUP 0376 NONE 0.30 1904 1.50 S } 9-17-6!
AGCD 5900 8.0 20 00 YD NONE 1149 NONE g.50 1000 1.50 5 1-22-6E
AGCD 3.00 199 16 29 TO NONE 002C 268 1.31f 1,000 1002 9 - 9-1M*!
IINFORMATION ON COMPLETED TESTS
TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU OISCU VOLIM NUMCP STARTED
	 COMPLETED CYCLES
NONE 033A NONE 0.60 6.00 1.50
AE-GE 009F NA 0.50 5.20 1.51
NONE 057A NONE 0.60 6.00 1.50
AE-GE 3210 NA 0.50 S.20 1.51
NONE 0828 130 3.90 6.00 1.55
NONE 0858 130 3.90 6.00 1.60
NONE 0978 130 3.90 6.00 1.58
NONE 0216 157 0.30 4.40 1.51
AE-GU 0698 0.25 2.00 1.51
NONE 0458 157 0.30 4.40 1.51
PLSP 021C 117 0.50 3.00 1.51
NNSP 045C 117 0.50 3.00 1.51
AE-GU 033C 0.25 2.00 1.51
NONE 0450 117 0.50 3.00 1.51
C3SP 045A NONE 0.30 100 1.50
NONE 1288 NONE 0.30 1.00 1.50
RCPSP 009C NONE 1100 10000 1.97
CUP 021A NONE 0.30 1.00 1.50
CPSP 0338 NONE 0.30 1.00 1.49
PLSP 069A NONE 0.30 1.00 1.50
NONE 1056 NONE 0.30 1.00 1.50
NONE 0775 NONE 0.30 1.05 1.50
NONE 118C NONE -- o 1.00 1.50
C3SP 0578 NONE 5.30 1.00 1.50
NONE 1145 NONE 0.30 1.00 1.50
NONE 002C 260 1.30 1+00 1.52
10 2-14-64 9-20-64 210
5 6-16--67 5-28-68 310
10 2-14-64 9- 3-64 168
5 6-16-67 8-14-67 61
5 1-17-66 11-27-66 4559
5 1-19-66 3-25-67 2375
5 1-19-66 3-15-67 4481
10 11- 5-66 1-13-67 69
5 2-14-68 7-10-69 507
10 11- 5-66 3-13-67 121
5 3-28-67 4- 9-67 37
5 3-28-67 4-22-67 70
5 2-14-68 5-15-69 447
5 5- 3-67 11-21-68 1759
5 9-27-65 11-16-65 61
5 1-19-67 11- 4-67 269
10 10-27-65 12- 1-65 34
5 9-17-65 12-25-65 98
5 10-17-65 11- 4-67 720
5 10-27-63 7- 17-67 610
5 1-12-67 4-19-67 77
5 1-12-67 11-12-68 661
5 1-17- 67 7- 5-68 1505
5 9-17-65 6-17-66 261
5 1-22-68 6-25-68 14966
9 9-16-66 12-12-61 7039
lOI^O^tiZ 1R/ 3	 Enclosum (+^)
r
0INFORMATION ON COMPLETED TESTS
TYPE ANPHR PEROD DEPTH TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU DISCU VOLIM NUMCP STARTE
AGZN 40.00 24.0 25 25 OL NONE 0758 NONE 25.00 10.00 1.97 5 10-28-6
AGZN 25.00 24.0 40 25 OL 2SR 0090 NONE 1.00 10.00 1997 10 12-13-6
AGZN 25.00 24.0 40 25 DL 2SR 009E NONE 1.00 10.00 1.97 10 10-	 5••6
AGZN 25.00 24.0 40 25 OL NONE 075A NONE 15.00 1000 1.97 5 8-18-6
AGZN 25.00 24.0 40 25 OL NONE 089A NONE 15.00 10.00 1.97 5 9-18-6
AGZN 25.00 3.0 40 25 DL NONE 0886 NONE 1500 20.00 1.97 5 3-	 1-6
AGZN ?5.00 3.0 40 25 DL NAOH 088C NONE 15.00 20.00 1.97 5 3-26-6
AGZN 16900 2490 31 25 YO NONE 057C 230 0050 5.00 2.00 10 12- 2-6
AGZN 12.00 24.0 42 25 YD NONE 009A NONE 0.50 5.00 1.97 10 5- 7-6
NICD 50.00 1.5 25 40 GU NONE OSIA NONE 14.33 25.00 1.55 5 7-- 5-&
NICD 50.00 1.5 25 40 GU NONE 109A 160 14.33 25.00 1.55 5 7-11-6,
NICD 50.00 1.5 25 00 ^GU NONE 095A 115 14.38 25.00 1.55 5 6- 8-6,
NICD 50.00 1.5 15 40 GU NONE 123A 160 12.00 15.00 1.45 5 6- 8-6,
NICD 20.00 1.5 75 25 SO IPO 0728 20.00 30.00 1.50 10 9-20-6'
NICD 20.00 1.5 40 25 SO IPD 0348 20,00 16000 1.50 10 9-20-6'
NICD 20.00 3.0 40 25 GO NONE 119A 125 4.00 16.00 1.49 5 2- 1- 6A
NICD 20.00 3.0 40 25 GU NONE 088A 125 4,00 16.00 1.49 S 2- 1-6A
NICD 20.00 3.0 25 40 GO NONE 122A 160 3.20 10.00 1.45 5 1-24-64
NICD 20.00 3.0 25 40 GU NONE 091A 160 3.Y0 10.00 1.45 5 1-24-64
NICD 20.00 3.0 25 2S GO NONE 105A 12S 2.50 10.00 1.49 5 1-21-64
NICD 20.00 1.5 25 * GU MULTI 036C 10.00 10.00 5 2- 8-6f
NICD 2000 300 25 25 GU NONE 074A 125 2.50 10.00 1049 5 1-21F-64
NICD 20000 3.0 25 00 GO NONE 094A 115 2.30 1C.00 1.55 5 1-24-64
NICD 20.00 3.0 25 00 GU NONE 116A 113 2.30 10.00 1455 5 2-11-64
NICD 20.00 1.5 15 * GU MULTI 0120 10.00 6.00 5 2- 8-6F
NICD 20.00 3.0 15 40 GO NONE 108A 160 1.92 6.40 1.45 5 1-24-6+
rxiaiz -- ro^+a0tix 'RA1^
eINFORMATION ON COMPLETED TESTS
TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU DISCU VOLIM NUMCP STARTED 	 COMPLETED CYCLES
25 DL NONE 0758 NONE 25.00 10.00 1.97 5 10-28-64 3-15-65 139
25 DL 2SR 0090 NONE 1.00 10.00 1.9T 10 12-13-65 4-18-66 121
25 DL 2SR 009E NONE 1.00 10.00 1.97 10 10- 5-66 1- 4-67 90
25 OL NONE 075A NONE 15.00 1040 1.97 5 6-18-64 9-18-64 32
25 OL NONE 089A NONE 15.00 10.00 1.97 S 9-18-64 12- 8-64 80
25 OL NONE 0886 NCNE 15.00 20.00 1.97 5 3- 1-65 3-16-65 123
25 DL NAOH 088C NONE 15.00 20.00 1.97 5 3-26-65 5- 6-65 325
25 YO NONE 057C 230 0.50 5.00 2.00 10 12- 2-66 8-30-67 281
25 YD NONE 009A NONE 0.50 5.00 1.97 10 5- 7-65 7- 7-65 58
40 GU NONE 081A NONE 14.33 25.OD 1.55 5 7- 5-64 7-12-65 4
40 GU NONE 109A 160 14.33 25.00 1.55 5 7-11-64 7-26-64 165
00 GU NONE 095A 115 14.38 25.00 1.55 5 6- 8-64 2- 9-65 3227
40 GU NONE 123A 160 12.00 15.00 1.45 5 6- 8-64 11-11-64 1878
25 SO IPO 0726 2040 30.00 1.30 10 9-20-67 4- S-69 1143
25 SO IPD 0348 20.00 16.00 1.50 10 9-20-67 7-14-69 5768
25 GO NONE 119A 125 4.00 16.00 1.49 S 2- 1-64 9-27-64 1793
2S GU NONE 088A 125 4.00 16.00 1.49 5 2- 1-64 3-21-64 359
40 GO NONE 122A 160 3.20 10.00 1.45 5 1-24-64 7- 2-64 983
40 GU NONE 091A 160 3.20 10.00 1.45 5 1-24-64 10-14-65 4480
29 GO NONE 105A 125 2,50 10.00 1049 5 1-21-64 3-17-66 3690
4 GU MULTI 036C 10.00 10.00 5 2- 8-68 8-14-68 966
25 6U NONE 074A 125 2.50 10.00 1.49 5 1-21-64 9-27-64 1755
Q0 GO NONE 094A 115 2.3 0 10.00 1055 S 1-24-64^ 2-13-66 11162
00 GU NONE 116A 115 2.30 10.00 1.55 5 2-11-64 2-13-68 14971
GU MULTI 0120 10.00 6.00 5 2- 8-68 5-13-69 7262
40 60 NONE 108A 160 609E 6.48 1.45 9^1-24-64 8-31-65 4273
F T JUM
6INFORMATION ON COMPLETED TESTS
TYPE AMPHR PEROD DEPTH TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU DISCU VOLIM NUMCP STARTI
NICO 20.00 3.0 15 01 GC NONE 080A 115 1.38 6.00 1.55 5 1-24-1
NICD 2000 3.0 15 03 GU NONE 102A 115 1.38 6.00 1.55 5 1-24-1
NICD 20.00 1.5 40 25 GO NONE 118A 125 10.00 16.00 1.49 5 2-	 1 -I
NICD 20.00 1.5 40 25 GU NONE 087A 125 10.00 16.00 1.49 5 2-	 1-4
NICD 20.00 1.5 40 * GU MULTI 058C 10.00 16.00 5 2- 8- 4
NICD 20.00 1.5 25 40 GO NONE 126A 160 8.00 10.00 1.45 5 1-16-^
NICD 20.00 1.5 25 40 GU NONE 090A 160 8.00 10.00 1.45 5 1-18- I
NICD 20.00 1.5 25 25 GU NONE 073A 125 6.25 1000 1.49 5 1-16- I
NICD 20.00 1.5 25 25 GO NONE 104A 125 6.25 10.00 1.49 5 1-16-1
NICD 20.00 1.5 25 00 GO NONE 098A 115 5.75 1000 1.55 5 1-21 -1
NICD 20.00 1.5 25 00 GU NONE 115A 115 5.75 10.00 1.55 5 1-16-1
NICD 20.00 1.5 15 40 GU AE 036B NONE 5.00 6.00 NONE 5 3-11-1
NICD 20.00 1.5 15 40 GU AE 038E 8.00 6.u0 5 3- 23- 1
NICD 20.00 1.5 15 40 GU NONE 076A 160 1.92 6.00 1.45 5 1-18-I
NICO 20900 1.5 15 40 GU NONE 077A 160 1.92 6.0) 1.45 5 1-21-1
NICO 20.00 1.5 1S 40 GO NONE 112A 160 4.80 6.00 1.45 5 1-16-4
NICD 20.00 1.5 15 25 GU AE 012C NONE S.00 6,,00 NONE 5 3- 9-I
NICD 20.00 1.5 15 00 GU AE 0586 NONE 5.00 6.00 NONE 5 4- 8- 0
NICD 20.00 1.5 15 00 GO NONE 084A 115 3.45 6.00 1.55 5 1-16-0
NICD 20.00 1.5 15 00 GU NONE `101A 115 3.45 6.00 1.55 S 1-16-4
NICD 12.00 24.0 50 25 GE NONE 093A 115 0.52 6.00 1.45 5 3-28-E
NICD 12.00 3.0 40 25 GE NVIE 097A 125 2.40 90'60 1.49 S 1- 4-4
NICD 12.00 3.0 25 40 GE NfJNE 100A 160 1,92 6.00 1.45 5 1- 4- 4
NICD 12.00 1.5 25 40 6U At 0478 NONE 6.00 6.00 NONE S 1- 5-4
NICG 12.00 1.5 40 25 GU AE 0116 NONE 6.00 9.60 NONE 5 10-17-4
NICD 12900 3.0 15 40 GE NONE 086A 160 1.15 3.60 1.45 5 12-29-4
fINFORMATION ON COMPLETED TESTS
MP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU 019CU VOLIM NUMCP STARTED
	 COMPLETED CYCLES
GO NONE 080A 115 1.38 6.00 1.55 5 1-24-64 2-13-68
'0 GU NONE 102A 115 1.38 6.00 1.55 5 1-24-Q= 2-13-68
5 GO NONE 118A 125 10.00 16.00 1.49 5 2- 1-64 9- 7-64
5 GU NONE 087A 125 10.00 16.00 1.49 5 2- 1-64 4- 7-64
GU MULTI 058C 10.00 16.0 5 ?.- 8-68 3- 2-68
0 GO NONE 126A 160 8.00 10.00 1.45 5 1-16-64 5-23-64
0 GU NONE 090A 160 8.00 10.00 1.45 5 1-18-64 11-12-64
5 GU NONE 073A 125 6.25 10.00 1.49 5 1-16-64 6-30-65
5 GO NONE 104A 125 6.25 10.00 1.49 5 1-16-64 8-20-64
0 GO NONE 096A 115 5.75 10.00 1.55 5 1-21-64 1-14-66
0 GU NONE 115A 115 5.75 10.00 1.55 5 1-16-64 6-24-64
0 GU AE 0368 NONE 5.00 6.00 NONE 5 3-11-67 9- 5-67
0 GU AE 038E 8.00 6.00 5 3-23-68 1- 6-69
0 GU NONE 076A 160 1.92 6.00 1.45 5 1-1e-64 10-15-65
0 GU NONE 077A 160 1.92 6.0) 1.45 5 1-21-64 4-20-66
0 GO NONE 112A 160 4.80 6.00 1.45 5 1-16-64 2-15-65
5 GU AE 012C NONE 5.00 6.00 NONE 5 3- 9-67 1-25-68
J GU AE 0588 NONE 5.00 6.00 NONE 5 4- 8-67 1-25-68
0 GO NONE 084A 115 3.45 6.00 1.55 5 1-16-64 2-13-68
0 GU NONE 101A 115 -f.-496000 1.55 5 1-16-64 9-20-64
S GC NONE 093A 115 0.52 6.00 1.45 5 3-28-64 4-28-65
i GE NONE 097A 125 2.40 9460 1.49 5 1- 4-64 11- 8-65
GE NnNE 100A 160 1.92 6.00 1.45 5 1- 4-64 9-24-65
3 GU AE 0476 NONE 6.00 6.00 NONE 5 1- 5-67 6-15-68
i GU AE 0110 NONE 6.Q0 9.60 NONE 5 10-17-66 1- 3-69
QE IME 086A 160
_1,1^



























tINFORMATION ON COMPLETED TESTS
TYPE AMPHR PEROD DEPTH TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU OISCU VOLIM NUMCP STARTED
NICD 12.00 1.5 40 40 GE AE 034A NONE 6.00 9960 NONE 5 1-27-67
NICD 12.00 105 40 25 GE AE 024A NONE 9.60 9.60 NONE 5 10- 2-65
NICO 12.00 1.5 40 25 GE AE 0248 NONE 6.00 9.60 NONE 5 1- 5-67
NICO 12.00 1.5 40 25 GE NONE G96A 125 6.00 9.60 1.49 5 1- 4-64
NICD 12.00 1.5 40 25 GU NONE 1968 125 6.00 9.60 1.49 5 12- 2-64
NICD 12.00 3.0 25 25 GE NONE 083A 125 1.50 6.00 1.49 5 '- 4-64
NICD 12.00 1.5 40 00 GE AE 072A NONE 6.00 6.03 NONE 5 -;.0-67
NICD 12.00 1.5 25 40 GE AE 036A NONE 6.00 6.00 NONE 5 +.-27-67
NICC 12.00 1.5 25 40 GE NONE 099A 160 4.80 6.OG 1.45 5 1- 9-64
NICD 12.00 1.5 25 40 GU NONE 0908 160 8.00 10.0 ► 1.45 5 12- 5-64
NICD 12.00 1.5 25 25 GE AE 012A NONE 6.00 6.00 NONE 5 7-20-65
NICO 12.00 1.5 25 25 GE AE 0128 NONE 6.00 6.00 NONE 5 1- 6-67
NICD 12.00 1.5 25 25 GU NONE 0276 125 3.75 6.00 1.49 5 1-28-65
NICD 12.00 1.5 25 25 GE NONE 062A 125 3.75 6.00 1.49 S 1- 4-64
NICD 12.00 1.5 25 00 GE AE 048A NONE 9.60 9.60 NINE 5 10-12-65
NICD 12.00 1.5 25 00 GE AE 058A NONE 6.00 6.00 NONE 5 1-20-67
NICD 12900 1.5 25 00 GE AE 060A NONE 6.00 6.00 NONE 5 10- 6-65
NICD 12.00 1.5 15 40 GE NONE 085A 160 2.88 3.60 I.45 S !.-	 9-64.
NICD 12.00 1.5 15 40 GU NONE 078A 160 2.88 3.60 1.45 5 f.2--22-64
NICD 10.00 105 25 40 NONE 5,00 5.00 NONE SGU AE 0060 11-27-67
NICO 10900 1.5 25 25 GU AE 0086 NONE 5.00 5.00 NONE 5 11-27-6T
NICO 6.00 1.5 40 • GU AE 0488 NA 4.80 4.80 NONE 5 4-25-67
NICD 6900 24.0 50 25 GU NONE 079A 115 0 0 20 3.00 1.49 5 3-28-64
NICD 6.00 300 40 25 OU NONE 018A 125 1.20 4.80 1.49 10 12-31-63
NICD 6.00 1.5 25 40 GE PLSEP 027C NON 4.80 4:80 NONE 5
NICD 6.00 1.! 29 40 OE 4.80 5 1L- 7-0MEP 0096 N6E 4.80 NONE
-- -
-
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IINFORMATION ON COMPLETED TESTS
TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU OISCU VOLIM NUMCP STARTED
	 COMPLETED CYCLES
40 GE AE 034A NONE 6.00 9.6V NONE 5 1-27-67 2- 3-67 65
25 GE AE 024A NONE 9.60 9.6C NONE 5 10- 2-65 11-19-65 665
25 GE AE 0248 NONE 6.00 9960 NONE 5 1- 5-67 2-10-67 38
25 GE NONE 096A 125 6.00 9.60 1.49 5 1- 4 . 64 1%,"-	 2-64 4020
25 GU NONE )968 125 6.00 9.60 1.49 5 12- 2-64 11- 9-65 5152
25 GE NOW 083A 125 1.50 6.00 1.49 5 1- 4-64 1-29-69 13897
00 GE AE 072A NONE 6.00 6.00 NONE 5 1-20-67 2- 2-67 304
40 6E AE 036A NONE 6.00 6.00 NONE 5 1-27-67 2- 3-67 75
40 GE NONE 099A 160 4.80 6.00 1.45 5 1- 9--64 1- 5-65 4653
40 GU NONE 0908 160 8.00 10.00 1.45 5 12- 5-64 11-10-65 5124
25 GE AE 012A NONE 6.00 6.00 NONE 5 7-20-65 12- 1-65 1698
25 GE AE 0128 NONE 6.00 6.00 NONE 5 1- 6-67 2-10-67 404
25 GU NONE 0276 125 3.75 6.00 1.49 5 1-28-6S 9- 5-67 14250
75 GE NONE 092A 125 3.75 6.00 1.49 S 1- 4-64 12-30-65 10878
00 GE AE 048A NONE 9.60 9.60 NONE 5 10-12-65 2-10-67 5110
00 GE AE 058A NONE 6.00 6.00 NONE 5 1-21-67 2-10-67 136
00
1
GE AE 060A NONE 6.00 6.00 NONE 5 10- 6-65 10-20-66 St50
4C GE NONE 085A 160 2.88 3.60 1.45 5 1- 9-64 11- 8-65 9710
40 GU NONE 0784 160 2,88 3.60 1.45 5 12-22-64 1- 4-66 11081
43 GU AE 0068 NONE 5.00 5.00 NONE 5 11-27-67 3-14-66 5485
25 GU AE 0086 NONE 5,00 5.00 N04E 5 11-27-67 S- 6-68 2414
• GU AE 0488 NA 4.80 4,30 NONE 5 4-2547 7- 9-68 6156
25 GU NONE 0TQA 115 0.20 3.00 1.49 S 3-28-64 10-13-65 54S
25 GU NONE 018A 125 1,20 4.80 1.49 10 12-31-63 8-18-64 1550
40 GE PLSEP 027C NOW 4.80 4.30 NOME 5 ll- 7-68 12-16-66 r59
40 !E no s__ 0096 NONE 4.80 4.80MIE S 11- 7-49 14311-21-6!
POLINNT FRAM
INFORMATION ON COMPLETED TESTS
TYPE AMPHR PER00 DEPTH TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU DISCU VOLIM NUMCP START
NICD 6.00 3 . 0 25 40 GU NONE 042A 160 1 .20 3.0J 1.45 10 12-31-
NICD 6.00 3.0 25 25 GU NONE 017A 125 0.75 3.00 1.49 10 12-20-
NICD 6.00 1.5 25 03 GU AE 059A NONE 3.G0 3.00 NONE 5 4-15-
NICD 6.00 3.0 25 00 GU NONE 066A 115 0.69 3.0) 1.55 10 12-31-
NICO 6.00 1.5 15 40 GE AE 047C 1.80 1.80 5 7-18-
NICD 6.00 3.0 15 40 GU NONE 041A 160 0.58 1.80 1.45 10 12-31-
NICD 6.00 3.0 15 00 GU NONE 065A 115 0.41 1.80 1.55 10 12-31-
NICD 6.00 1.5 40 25 GU IM 0188 125 3.00 4.80 1.49 5 2-22-
NICD 6.00 1.5 40 25 GU AE 011A NONE 4.80 4.80 ?NONE 5 2- 5-
NICD 6.00 1.5 40 00 GU AE 071A NONE 4.80 4.80 NONE 5 4-15-
NICD 6.00 1.5 25 40 GU NONE 038A 160 2.40 3.00 1.45 10 12-30-,
NICD 6.00 1.5 25 40 GU IM 0388 160 2.40 3.00 1.45 5 2-22-
NICD 6.00 1.5 25 40 GU AE 047A NONE 3.00 3.00 NONE 5 5-16-,
NICD 6.00 1.5 25 40 GU G CLM 038C NONE 3.00 3.00 1.45 5 5- 7-
NICD 6.00 1.5 25 25 GU NONE 013A 125 1.88 3.00 1.49 10 12-31-
NICD 6.00 1.5 25 25 GU NONE 014A 125 3.00 4.80 1.49 10 12-30-,
NICD 6.00 1.5 25 00 GU NONE 062- 115 1,72 3.00 1.5S 10 12-30-1
NICD 6.00 1.5 15 40 GU AE 035A NONE 1.80 1.80 1.45 5 6-:8-1
NICD 6.00 1.5 15 40 GU NONE 037A 160 0.14 1.80 1.45 10 12-31-1
NICD 6.00 1.5 15 00 GU NONE 061A US 1,04 1.80 1.55 10 12-31-i
NICD 5.60 1.5 25 40 GU RS 0308 160 2,24 2:80 1.45 5 12- 3-+
NICD 5.60 1.5 25 40 GU FRS 0428 160 2,24 2.80 1.45 5 12-	 3-1
N1C0 5.60 1.5 25 25 GU RS 096C 125 1,75 2:80 3.49 5 12-10-1
NICD 5.00 3.0 40 25 SO NONE 006A 125 1,00 4.00 1.49 10 1- 2-1
NICD 5.00 3.0 25 40 SO NONE 030A 160 0,80 2.50 1.45 10 12-31--4
NICD 5.00 3.0 25 2S SO NONE 005A 125 0062 2M 1.49 10 12-31-4
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INFORMATION ON COMPLETED TESTS
TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU DISCU VOLIM NUMCP STARTED
	
COMPLETED CYCLES
40 GU NONE 042A 160 1.20 3.00 1.45 10 12-31-63 8-23-65 4133
25 GU NONE 017A 125 0.75 3.00 1.49 10 12-20-63 1-31-6S 2885
03 GU AE 059A NONE 3.00 3.00 NONE 5 4-15-67 2-28-68 14863
00 GU NONE 066A 115 0.69 3.00 1.55 10 12-31-63 8-31-65 4414
40 GE AE 047C 1.80 1.80 5 7-16-68 7-28-69 5847
40 GU NONE 041A 160 0.58 1.80 1.45 10 12-31-63 9-14-64 1689
00 GU NONE 065A 115 0.41 1.80 1.55 10 12-31-63 2-15-68 11208
25 GU IN 0188 125 3.00 4.80 1.49 5 2-22-65 7-21-66 7577
25 GU AE 011A NONE 4.80 4.80 NONE 5 2- S-65 7- 9-66 7743
00 GU AE 071A NONE 4.80 4.80 NONE 5 4-15-65 5-18-66 5754
40 GU NONE 038A 160 2.40 3.00 1.45 10 12-30-63 5-22-64 1377
40 GU IM 0388 160 2.40 3.00 1.45 5 2-22-65 3-31-66 5766
40 GU AE 047A NONE 3.00 3.00 NONE 5 5-16-67 5-11-66 5521
40 GU G CLM 038C NONE 3.00 3.00 1.45 5 5- 7-66 9-20-66 4059
25 GU NONE 013A 125 1.88 3.00 1.49 10 12-31-63 11-11-64 4021
25 GU NONE 014A 125 3,00 4.80 1.49 10 12-30-63 6-19-64 2086
00 GU NONE 062A i15 1.72 3.00 1.SS 10 12-30-63 2-19-08 22779
40 GU AE 035A NONE 1.80 1.80 1.45 5 6-28-65 11-30-67 12511
40 GU NONE 037A 160 0.14 1080 1.45 10 12-31-63 4-14-65 6064
00 GU NONE 061A 115 1,04 1.60 1.55 10 12-31-63 12-17-65 10146
40 GU RS 0308 160 2,24 Z:80 1.45 5 12- 3-65 3- 8-66 1275
40 GU FRS 0428 160 2,24 2.80 1.45 5 12- 3-65 9-10-66 3798
25 GU RS 696C 125-- 1,75 2:80 1.49 5 12-10-65 ^9-19-67 9791
25 SO NONE 006A 125 1,00 4&00 1.49 10 1- 2-64 12-13-65 5211
40 SO NONE 030A 160 0,80 20'50 1.45 10 12-31-63 8- 7-65 4141
25 SO NONE 005A 125 0.62 2450 1.49 10 12-31-63 2-12-66 11092
IINFORMATION ON COMPETED TESTS
TYPE AMPHR PEROO DEPTH TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU DISCU VOIIM NUMCP STARTS
NICO	 5.00	 1.5	 25	 25	 so	 AE	 0140 NONE	 2.53	 1.47	 1.50	 5	 1r	 37-t
NICD	 5.00	 3.0	 25	 OG	 SO	 NONE	 054A 115	 0.58	 2.50	 1.55	 10	 12-311-0
NICD	 5.03	 3.0	 15	 40	 SO	 NONE	 029A 160	 0.48	 1.50	 1.45	 10	 12-31-1
NICD	 5.00	 3.0	 15	 00	 SO	 NONE	 053A 115	 0.35	 1.50	 1.55	 10	 12-31-1
NICD	 5.00	 1.5	 40	 25	 SO	 NONE	 002A 125	 2.50	 4.00	 1.49	 10	 12-17-4
NICD	 5.00	 1.5	 40	 25	 SO	 ST	 0878 NONE	 5.00	 4.00	 NONE	 5	 8-12-1
NICD	 5.00	 1.5	 40	 -20	 SO	 ST	 0898 NONE	 5.00	 4.00	 NONE	 5	 10-24-4
NICD	 5.00	 1.5	 40	 00	 SO	 ST	 1226 NONE	 5.00	 4.00	 NONE	 5	 9- 5-!
NICD	 5.00	 1.5	 25	 40	 GE	 NBPT	 114A 130	 1.63	 2.50	 1.49	 5	 6-12-E
NICD	 5.00	 1.5	 25	 40	 GU	 NBPT	 128A 130	 1.63	 2.50	 1.49	 5	 6-12-1
NICD	 5.00
	
1.5	 25	 40	 SO	 NONE	 026A 160	 2.00	 2.50	 1.45	 10	 12-17-0
NICD	 5.00	 1.5	 25	 40	 50	 ST	 0998 NONE	 5.00	 2.50	 NONE	 5	 8-23-0
NICD	 5.00	 1.5	 25	 25	 SO	 NONE	 001A 125	 1.56
	 2.50	 1.49	 10	 12-17-0
NICD	 5.00	 1.5	 25	 25	 GE	 NBPT	 1048 120
	 1.50	 2.50	 1.49	 5	 6-10-0
NICD	 5.00	 1.5	 25	 25	 GU	 NBPT	 1185 120
	 1.S0	 2.50	 1.49	 5	 6-10-4
NICO	 5000	 1.5	 25	 25	 SO	 ST	 0738 NONE
	 5.00	 2.50	 NONE	 5	 8-12-9




NICD	 5.00	 1.5	 25	 OLD	 SO	 NONE	 050A 115
	 1.44	 2.50	 1.55	 10	 12-17-4
NICD	 5000	 1.5	 25	 00	 SO	 ST	 092A NONE
	 5.00	 2.50	 NONE	 5	 9- 5-4
NICD	 5.00
	 1.5	 25	 00	 GU	 NBPT	 121A 110
	 1.38	 2.50	 1.49	 5	 6- 5-t
NICD	 5000	 1.5	 15	 40	 GE	 NB	 113A 130
	 0.98	 1050	 1.4S	 5	 4-24-9
NICO	 5.00	 1.5	 15	 40	 GU	 N6	 12TA 130
	 0.98
	
laSO	 1.45	 5	 4-29-E
NIGO	 4000	 I.S	 is	 40	 50	 NONE	 025A 160	 1.70	 1:50	 1.45	 10	 12-17-4
NICD	 5.00	 1.5	 15	 40	 SO	 ST	 1128 NONE
	 5.00
	
1.50	 NONE	 S	 8-23-f
RICO	 5000	 1.5	 15	 00	 $O	 NONE	 049A 115
	 0.86	 1.50	 1.55	 10	 12-31-4
NICO	 4.00	 1.5	 15	 40	 GU	 C6	 0286 140 0.96	 1120	 1.45 3	 8- 4-f
voJA"j
en - - -- - - - - -- -- - - - - --- - -- - - -- . - -- - - ------ --- ---------._...-..-- --- --------_--..-_-___ .
INFORMATICN ON COMPLETED TESTS
MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU DISCU VOLIM NtMCP STARTED
	 COMPLETED CYCLES
SO AE 0140 NONE 2.50 1.47 1.50 5 11-37-67 2- 4-68 1179
SO ALONE 054A 115 0.58 2.50 1.55 10 12-31-63 2- 7-68 11331
SO NONE 029A 160 0.48 1.50 1.45 10 12-31-63 4-17-66 5975
SO NONE 053A 115 0.35 1.50 1.55 10 12-31-63 2-13-68 11427
SO NONE 0-^2A 125 2.50 4.00 1.49 10 12-17-63 4-24-65 6671
SO ST 0876 NONE 5.00 4.00 NONE 5 8-12-65 1-27-66 2392
SO ST 0898 NONE 5,00 4.00 NONE 5 10-24-65 2-26-66 1530
SO ST 1226 NONE 5.00 4.01 NONE 5 9- 5-65 9-24-66 5190
GE NBPT 114A 130 1.63 2.50 1.49 5 6-12-65 12-19-66 8273
GU NBPT 128A 130 1.63 2.50 1.49 5 6-12-65 8-18-66 6345
SO NONE 026A 160 2.00 2.50 1.45 10 12-17-63 10-15-64 3625
SO ST 0998 NONE 5.UO 2.50 NONE 5 8-23-65 7- 9-66 4388
SO NONE 001A 125 1.56 2.50 1.49 10 12-17-63 2-27-66 11745
GE NBPT 1048 120 1.50 2.50 1.49 5 6-10-65 11-15-67 13149
GU NBPT 1188 120 1.50 2.50 1.49 5 6-•10-65 11-22-66 8108
SO ST 0738 NONE 5.00 2.50 NOME 5 8-12-65 4-15-66 3742
SO ST 075C NONE S,O0 2.50 NONE 5 10-24-45 4- 5-66 2149
SO NONE 050A 115 1.44 2.50 1.55 10 12-17-63 2-15-68 22525
SO ST 092A NONE 5.00 2.50 NONE 5 9- 5-65 5-24-67 8774
GU NBPT 121A 110 1.38 2.50 1.49 5 6- 5-65 3- 5-69 20861
GE N8 113A 130 0.98 1.50 1.45 4 4-24-65 3-15-66 4998
GU N8 127A 130 0.98 1.50 1.45 5 4-29-65 5-24-67 10638
SO NONE 025A 160 1.20 10-11-65 9325	 i1:50 1.45 10 12-17-63
SO ST 1128 NONE S.08 1.50 NONE 5 8-23-65 4r- 1-66 3294
SO NONE 049A 115 0,86 1.50 1.SS 10 12-31-63 - 2-15-68 23112	 i
GU CC 0265 160 p.9i I^2i1 1.45 5 8- 4-64 7- 6-68 20227
r' ^L!)OUT YFiO^
INFORMATION ON COMPLETED TESTS
TYPE AMPHR PEROD DEPTH TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU DISCU VOLIM NUMCP START
NICD 4.00 1.5 75 00 GU CLM 0528 NONE 2-na 2.00 1.48 5 3- 3-
NICD 4900 105 60 25 GU CLM 0380 NONE 3.20 3.20 1.44 5 2-18-
NICD 4.00 1.5 40 25 GU CC 0148 125 2.00 3.20 1.49 5 8- 4-
NICD 4.00 1.5 40 25 GU CLM 037C "ZONE 4.80 4.80 1.44 5 3- 4-
NICO 4.00 1.5 25 40 GU CLN 039C NONE 2.00 2.00 1.38 5 3- 3-
NICD 4.00 1.5 25 40 GU CC 0408 160 1.60 2.00 1.45 5 8- 4-
NICD 4.00 1.5 25 25 GU CLN V14C NONE 2.00 2.00 1.44 5 3- 3-
NICD 4000 1.5 15 25 GU CLN 026C NONE 1.20 1.20 1.44 5 2-18-
NICD 4.00 1.5 25 -20 CU CLM 040C NONE 2.00 2.00 1.56 5 3- 4-
NICD 3.90 1.5 25 25 NIFE NONE 065C IV 1.07 2.00 1.50 5 9-29-
NICO 3.60 195 40 25 GU CLM 0398 NONE 3.60 2.88 1.49 10 11-I1-
NICD 3.50 3.0 40 25 GC NONE 008A 125 0.75 2.80 1.49 1C 12-20-
NICD 3.50 3.0 25 40 GO NONE 032A 160 0.56 1175 1.45 10 12-20-
NICD 3.50 1.5 40 25 GU ?S 073C 125 1.75 2.80 1.49 5 12-23-
NICO 3.50 1.5 25 40 GU 'S 1120 160 1.40 1175 1.45 5 1- 2-
NICD 3.50 3.0 25 25 GO NONE 007A 125 0.44 1.75 1.49 10 12-20-
NIC6 3.50 3.0 25 00 GO NONE OSHA 115 0.40 1.75 1.55 10 12-20-
NICO 3.50 3.0 15 40 GO NONE 031A 160 0.34 1:05 1.45 10 12-20-
NICD 3.50 3.0 15 00 GO NONE 055A 115 0.24 1.05 l.fS 10 12-20-
-	 -
NICO 3.50 1.5 25 00
- -- -	 -
GO
- -	 - --
NONE
-----
052A 115 1000 1.75 1.55 10 12- 5-
NICO 3.50 1.5 40 25 EO NONE 0044 125 1.72 2.80 1.49 10 12- 5-
NICD 3.50 1.5 25 40 GO NONE 028A 160 1.40 1.75 1.45 10 12-12-
NICO 9.50 1.5 25 25 GO NONE 003A 125 `1.p9 1475 1.49 10 12- 6-1
NICD 3.50 1.5 15 40 GO NONE 027A 160 0.84 lieS 1.45 10 12-12-1
MICO 3.50 105 15 00 SO MwLt 051A 113 0.60 1:05 1.95 10 12- 9-+
NICD 3.00 3.0 4C 25 GE NONE 020A 125 0.60 240 1.49 10 12-20-,
ypjm
IINFORMATICN ON COMPLETED TESTS
TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU DISCU VOLIM NUMCP STARTED
	 COMPLETED CYCLES
00 GU CLM 0528 NONE 2.00 2.00 1.48 5 3- 3-67 3- 4-68 5671
25 GU CLM 0380 NONE 3.20 3.20 1.44 5 2-18-67 6-27-67 1927
25 GU CC 0148 125 2.00 3.20 1.49 5 8- 4-64 3-19-66 8474
25 GU CLM 0370 NONE 4.80 4.80 1.44 5 3- 4-67 5- 5-67 790
40 GU CLM 039C NONE 2.00 2.00 1.38 5 3- 3-67 6-20-67 1508
4C GU CC 0408 160 1.60 2.03 1.45 5 8- 4-64 6-22-66 10360
25 GU CLM 0140 NONE 2.00 2.00 1.44 5 3- 3-67 6- 8-67 2428
23 GU CU-4 -- 0-26C NONE 1020 1.20 1.44 5 2-18-67 2-28-69 11455
-20 GU CLM 040C NONE 2.00 2.00 1.56 5 3- 4-67 3- 4-67 2
25 NIFE NONE 0850 107 1.07 2.00 1.50 5 9-29-67 6-18-69 9356
25 GU CLM 0398 NONE 3.60 2.88 1949 10 11-11-65 12- 6-66 5399
25 GO NONE 008A 125 0.75 2.80 1.49 10 12-20-63 11-29-64 2494
40 GO NONE 032A 160 0.56 1.75 1.45 10 12-20-63 6-10-64 975
25 GU 125 1.75 2.80 1.49 5 12-23-66 10-28-68 9976PS 073C
5	 40 GU PS 112C 160 1.40 1475 1.45 5 1- 2-67 1- 3-69 11155
5	 25 GO NONE 007A 125 0.44 1.75 1.49 10 12-20-63 7-26-65 4173
00 GO NONE 056A 115 0.40 105 1.55 10 12-20-63 2-15-68 11897
3	 40 GO NONE 031A 160 0.34 1105 1.45 10 12-20-63 1- 3-65 2517
5	 00 GO NONE 055A 115 0.24 1.05 1.55 10 12-20-63 2-15-68 11546
^5	 00 GO NONE 052A 115 1.00 1.75 1. 55 10 12- 5-b3 6-11-66 13730
0	 25 so NONE 004A 125 1072 20'80 1.49 10 12- 5-63 T- 9-64 3164
5	 40 GO NONE 028A 160 1.40 1.75 1.45 10 12-12-63 5-29-64 1811
25 GO NNE 003A 125 4009 175 1049 10 12- 6-63 10-31-64 4751
5
	 40 GO NONE 027A 160 O.s4 1405 1.45 10 12-12-63 I1- 4-64 4485
5	 00 CO NOW 051A 115 0.60 1405 1055 10 12- 543 2-13-66 22364
,0	 25 GE ` NONE 220A 125 0,60 2:40 1.49 10 12-20-63 1- 8-66 5410
- ?')1ADW1 FRAME
EINFORMATION ON COMPLETED TESTS
TYPE AMPHR PEROD DEPTH TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCH6 CHGCU OISCU VOLIM NUMCP STA,
NICD 3.00 3.0 25 4n GE NONE 044A 160 0.48 1.50 1.45 10 12-2
NICD 3.00 3.0 25 25 GE NONE 019A 125 0.38 1.50 1.49 10 12-2
NICD 3.00 3.0 25 00 GE NONE 068A 115 0.34 1.50 1.55 10 12 -21
NICD 3.00 3.0 15 40 GE NONE 043A 160 0.29 0.90 1.45 10 12-21
NICD 3.00 3.0 15 00 GE NONE 067A 115 0.21 0.90 1.55 10 12-21
NICD 3.00 1.5 41 25 GE NONE 016A 125 1.50 2.40 1.49 10 12-	 !
NICO 3.00 1.5 40 25 SO 3S 0028 125 1.50 2.40 1.49 5 7-11
NICD 3.00 1.5 25 40 GE NONE 040A 160 1.20 1.5: 1.45 10 12-1;
NICD 3.00 1.5 25 40 SO 3S 0378 160 1.20 1.50 1.45 5 7-11
NICD 5.60 1.5 25 25 GU FRS 0766 125 1.75 2x80 1.49 5 12-1t
NICD 6.00 1.5 25 25 GU AE 023A NONE 3.00 3.00 1.49 5 2- !
NICD 3.00 1.5 25 25 GE NONE 015A 125 0.94 1.50 1.49 10 12-
NICD 3.00 195 25 25 SO 3S 0036 125 0.94 1.50 1.49 5 6-2!
NICD 3.00 1.5 25 00 GE NONE 064A 115 0.86 1.50 1.55 10 12-	 !
NICD 3.00 1.5 15 40 GE NONE 039A 160 0.72 0.90 1.45 10 12-1;
NICD 3.G0 1.5 15 40 SO 3S 0268 160 0.72 0.90 1.45 5 7-1(
NICD 3.00 1.S 15 00 CE NONE 063A 115 0.52 0.90 1.SS 10 12- !
NICD 1.25 1.5 60 00 GU NONE 0988 NONE 1.25 1.50 NONE 5 3-
PBCA 5.00 1.5 40 25 CO NONE 0096 NONE 2.39 2.39 2.25 5 8-21
I
1i
I	 INFORMATION ON COMPLETED TESTS
i TEMP MANFR SPSYM PACK PRCHG CHGCU OISCU VOLIM NUMCP STARTED 	 COMPLETED CYCLES
40 GE NONE 044A 160
25 GE NONE 019A 125
00 GE NOW 068A 115
40 GE NONE 043A 160
00 GE NONE 067A 115
25 GE NONE 016A 125
25 SO 3S 0028 125
40 GE NONE 040A 160
40 SO 3S 0378 160
25 GU FRS 0768 123
25 GU AE 023A NONE
25 GE NONE 015A 125
25 SO 3S 0038 125
00 GE NONE 064A 115
40 GE NONE 039A 160
40 SO 3S 0268 160
00 GE NONE 063A 115
00 GU NONE 0988 NONE




























































*	 THESE CELLS ARE IN AMBIENT TEMPERATURES WHICH VARIES SINUSOIDALLY
FROM ZERO TO FORTY DEGREES CENTIGRADE WITHIN A PERIOD OF 48 HOURS.
*	 PACKS 156 AND 618 HAVE RECEIVED 229900 CYCLES AT 10 PERCENT DEPTH
OF DISCHARGE S
 AND AT -10 DEGREES CENTIGRADE BEFORE CYCLE ONE WAS
STARTED AT N.A.O. CRANE
MULTI THESE PACKS CONTAIN TWO CELLS WITH THIRD ELLCTRODES 9 A COULOMETER





1. The lists of data available, Faith the 'approval of Goddard Space Flig ► t
Center, are listed belm-i. This information is stored on magnetic tape
files at NAD Crane and rust be obtained through the use of corputer
programs. Since the computer progrars are tine consunind a time lapse
of several weeks bet;reen the request and the receipt of the data can be
expected.
a. 'Additional copies of this report.
b. Serial numbers of cells in the various packs.
c. Capacity check information; parameters and results.
d. Cell failure analysis.
e. Data recorded from packs during autormatic cycling.
f. Deterrination of number of cells in nac!c, middle and end of
discharge voltan ,.2s, end of charge volta ge an(! )crcent rec)arne. Tnis is
all calculated froi.i the data in paranraph l.e. a5ove.
s
Enclosure (4)
